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Henro-Tek HANDYCUP®

Henro-Tek have developed the Handycup® - 
manufactured from injection moulded plastic. Developed 
for children and adults with coordination difficulties 
and reduced strength. The Handycup® is produced in a 
transparent material so that one can see the contents 
of the cup from the outside. Its oblique form and large 
handles make gripping and drinking easy. Household 
dishwasher and microwave safe. 
The cups are FDA approved and CE marked. 
Measurements: 15cm width, 9.5cm height.
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Grip Mugs with Temperature Sensitive Lids
 Ergonomically designed, easy to hold, even in small or weak hands. 
With Grip mugs the user has complete control over the flow of liquid.

Key features:
Non spill grip mug
Lid changes colour when contents are hotter than body temperature
If contents are hotter than 37.5 C, the lid will change from PINK TO 
BLUE alerting the user to take care when drinking
The cup can also be used with straw

Spill Proof Kennedy Cup
Henro-Tek have developed the Handycup® - manufactured from injection 
moulded plastic. Developed for children and adults with coordination difficulties 
and reduced strength. The Handycup® is produced in a transparent material so 
that one can see the contents of the cup from the outside. Its oblique form and 
large handles make gripping and drinking easy. Household dishwasher and 
microwave safe. 
The cups are FDA approved and CE marked. Measurements: 15cm width, 9.5cm 
height. 

Nose Cut Out Cups
These cups are made out of a flexible plastic, and are suitable for individuals who 
have problems with the neck.
There are cut-outs on these cups so that they can fit around the nose. This means that 
the user can tilt the glass up for a drink  without having to tilt their head back. For an 
individual with limited mobility they may not be able to do this without discomfort. The 
cups are also translucent so that the user can monitor how much fluid is in them while 
filling up, so as to prevent the chance of an overflow.
They can also be squeezed gently to change the shape of the cup lip for easier intake.
The plastic is durable and will not smash if dropped, plus it is dishwasher safe and 
latex free
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Cup Holder (suits Nose Cut-Out Cup & Feeder Beakers)

Has two large handles to assist control, which enables it ot be held in the 
correct position

Feeder Beakers
The beakers are constructed from food-grade polypropylene.
This makes them durable and suitable for both the microwave and dishwasher.
Each beaker has volume markings on the side and is transparent to enable fluid intake to 
be monitored.
The lids feature an angled drinking spout to control the flow of liquid. This helps to prevent 
spillages and choking
Height: 95mm (3 3/4 inch).
Spout diameter: 8mm (1/4 inch).
Capacity: 200ml (7fl.oz)

ETAC Dose Mug
Etac Feed Dose Mug is designed to assist with drinking, especially suited for medicine. 
Spout shape provides good contact with the lips and minimises need to lean back.
transparent mug. includes 50ml and 100ml markings
dishwasher safe

Doidy Mug
A lightweight, plastic drinking mug with two handles. The upper part of the cup is 
moulded at an angle which reduces the need to tilt the head when drinking.
Domestic dishwasher safe.

Capacity 200 ml
Clearance for Fingers 10 mm
Height 70 mm

Dysphagia Mug
A plastic cup with one large extended handle and contoured lip to 
assist with nose clearance for the client. The aim of the cup is to direct 
the liquid to the centre of the mouth.
It is available in two colours: Almond & Green

Height 100 mm
Diameter 100 mm
Weight Overall 25 g
Capacity 236 m
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Scoop Bowl
A small melamine plastic bowl with rolled edges of different 
heights. The rolled, high edges assist with preventing spills 
and help the user to load the spoon with food.
Four small feet located on the base have slip resistant ends 
to help stabilise the bowl and minimise sliding
Length 165 mm
Width 140mm
Height 70 mm
Height Internal 60 mm

Plastic Food Guard - 210mm to 250mm
The Sure-Fit Food Guard - Clear Plastic is a discreet dining aid which is ideal 
for use at home, or school or in a restaurant.
It is made from a transparent polycarbonate plastic, a highly durable material 
which matches with any crockery.
It is an ideal tool for people who require some assistance while eating: the high 
sides help scoop food onto a fork or spoon, and help prevent spillages. It 
features tapered ends which help leave ample space for moving crockery and 
for resting the wrist.
             The Food Guard is simple to attach, enabling use with one or both

 hands. The grooved edge simply slides onto the plate for a secure fit.

Manoy Plates - Small & Large
These melamine plates are designed to help those with one good 
hand or who have diffculty picking up food with utensils. 

They are oval in shape with a sloping bottom and high sided end to 
help scoop up food without spilling it over the side. Not suitable for 
microwave ovens, but dishwasher safe   

Small    227 x 159mm
Large    279 x 159mm

Partitioned Dish
White melamine, 8-3/4" diameter dinner plate with 3/4"-high 
dividers and nearly vertical sides. Two sections have a 4-oz. 
capacity; the third holds 8 oz. Not recommended for microwave 
or heavy institutional use. Dishwasher safe to 180°F.
Latex free
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A range of cutlery with shaped plastic handles which are 
moulded to fit the hand and facilitate a good grip. Handle 
has indent for forefinger to encourage correct position for 
use. Range includes a knife, fork, spoon and teaspoon.
Dishwasher safe

Homecraft Cutlery

Good Grip Cutlery
Good Grips Cutlery: Knife, Fork, Dessert Spoon, Teaspoon, Youth Spoon
Good Grips Cutlery is designed for those with weak or limited hand grip. 
Soft cushion grip with flexible ribbing, that keeps the utensil in the hand - 
even when wet!
Spoon or fork stem can bend to any angle -suitable for left or right handed 
use Rocker knife requires only minimal strength for cutting
Dishwasher safe
Pieces are sold individually

Also available Good Grip Weighted Cutlery

Henro-Tek HENRO-GRIP®

Henro-Grip® cutlery is made of soft material and lies comfortably in the 
hand. The spoon and fork are angled for either the right hand or left 
hand. Henro-Grip® is developed in cooperation with ergonomists and 
designed to facilitate the eating situation  
for those who find it difficult to handle ordinary cutlery.  
The eating part is made of white polypropylene (PE) 
and the grip is made of thermoplastic elastomer 
(TPE). Dishwasher safe up to 65°C. The cutlery is 
FDA approved and CE marked. 
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All Purpose 5 in 1 Opener
The 5 in 1 opener can be used to

• Release the vacuum seal on jars for easy opening
• Open the screw cap on bottles
• Open Ring Pull tabs on drink cans
• Open bottle tops
• Open cans

New 

Pro
duct!

Hand Held Jar and Bottle Opener
Jar and Bottle Opener will open any size jar or a screw top bottle effortlessly.
Dimensions:
228mm x 127mm x 25mm (9" x 5" x 1")
Weight: 113g (4 oz.)

Under Bench Jar and Bottle Opener
A V-shaped coated metal opener with non-slip lining that screws underneath 
a shelf or cupboard
Overall Length:130 mm;
Overall Maximum width: 90 mm.
Weight 145g

Care Spoons are made of lightweight, ABS plastic. Small bowl helps 
control food intake.
Spoons measure 6" (15cm) long and 1/2" (13mm) in diameter.
The Small model has a 1" (2.5cm) bowl The Large model has a 
1-1/4" (3.2cm) bowl. Household dishwasher safe. Sold in packs of 10.

Care Spoons
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Jeannie Pill Crusher

- Crushes medication tablets and pills to a fine powder in
less than 3 seconds!
- Fully automatic operation using our Jeannie pill bags
- Compact and portable with a long life lithium battery
- Consumable crusher bags 45mm x 140mm

Jeannie Pill Crusher: Pill Crusher Bags (1,000 units): 

Henro-Tek UNI-DOS® Pill Dispenser
The UNI-DOS® Pill Dispenser is a simpler and safer way of storing 
dosages to patients who need more medication per day. UNI-DOS® 
ensures that the patient gets the medicine he/she must have, no 
more, no less. It has user and personnel control if the medicine is 
taken or not. The dispenser is made from environmentally friendly 
materials that are 100% recyclable. 

Henro-Tek HENRO-CARD
A CARDHOLDER FOR PEOPLE WITH DIMINISHED 
FINGER CONTROL
Henro-Card is a cardholder for people with limited use of 
their hands. It enables people with diminished strength or 
control of their hands to enjoy playing cards. 
Henro-Card is produced in a lightweight material. It has a 
curved form that provides a clear overview of the cards.

Lo Vision Cards are also available

Key Turner -  Single and Dual Key Styles
Lightweight heavy duty hard plastic key turners for one or two keys. 
They have a curved built up handle for a comfortable grip and 
increased leverage. Keys fold into the handle when not in use

Length 12.7cm
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Plastic Handle Button Hook
The Button Hook and Zipper Aid comprises of a timber 
handle. One end has a diamond shaped wire used for 
catching the button and threading it through the button 
hole. The other end has a metal hook which can be used 
to catch the tab of a zipper to assist with pulling the zip up 
or down

Length 27cm

Leg Lifter Strap - 1060mm
Assists in lifting the user’s leg on or off a bed or 
wheelchair. It has a 500mm long loop to fit the foot.

Length 106cm

Dressing Stick
The dressing stick is a 60cm wooden handle, with a hook on one end and 
smaller hook on the other. It is available in a rigid or folding version to assist 
you in dressing yourself.

You can use a dressing stick to bring clothes around your shoulders, push 
clothes off your shoulders, pull up zips (using the small hook end), tighten 
shoelaces and pull up trousers or straps. You can also sew loops onto 
clothing and then use the dressing stick to help with 
positioning the garment

Sock Assist
The Sock Assist is a flexible plastic sock aid designed to assist people who 
cannot bend to reach their toes to don socks.

The aid is slitted to fit around the heels and has a nylon inner cover and a 
terry cloth outer cover to prevent the aid from sticking to the skin or the sock 
from falling off as it is used. Two webbing straps with large looped ends are 
attached to the base.
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Reachers
Reachers help to reduce over-reaching and bending over.
They extend your reach by over 75cm which is ideal for people 
who experience discomfort bending down to retrieve items or 
reaching items at height
They are available in a standard Claw or Heavy Duty Pincer style

Telestik
Telestiks are a range of lightweight stainless steel extendable reachers. Each model 
has steel telescopic shaft/s and a soft, large grip PVC handle. All models may have a 
hook, magnet and/or a rotating adhesive disk for object retrieval. Available in three 
models

Telestik Dual
Pad, magnet, hook, 2 telescopic shafts
Length 210.0 mm - 880.0 mm

Telestick Magnet and Telestik Pad
Length 200.0 mm - 870.0 mm

Easy On Easy Off Sock Assist
A lightweight plastic sock aid that assists the user to get a sock on and off. 
The Sock-Aid holds the sock open and allows the foot to be pushed into the sock. 
Once the sock is placed on the plastic form; it is lowered to the floor with the Easy 
Off Sock Doffer. The foot is inserted into the sock opening and  you push your foot 
forward the Sock Aid tilts forward to allow easy donning
The Easy-Off Sock Stick is used to push your sock off and pick up the Sock Aid

Easy On and Easy Off

HOW IT WORKS in 3 simple steps

1 2      3
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Shower Foot Scrubber
The Easy Feet Shower Foot Scrubber thoroughly cleans and revives your feet 
with  no bending or twisting. Clean your feet without straining.
With over 1000 gentle bristles and inbuilt pumice, this shower foot scrubber 
stimulate and exfoliates the skin, removing dead skin cells and dirt while 
unblocking pores.
Simply place your foot in, move back and forward and allow the bristles to do the 
work for you. Cleans the whole foot - between the toes, under the arches and 
removes rough skin from the heels. Try it for a comprehensive clean that leaves 
your feet feeling soft and smooth every time!

ETAC Universal Turner
The universal Turner handle is shaped to sit comfortably in the hand and has a 
hanging / wrist loop at the end.
The oval shaped head has a gripping surface consisting of seventy sprung, 
plastic, hexagonal rods that retract when placed over an object, conforming to 
that objects shape.
The multi purpose turning aid, can be used to assist in turning small items, 
such as keys, stove and dishwasher knobs and taps.

Weight  80g
Length 120mm.

Car Cane
Car Cane helps you get in and out of your car with ease! Car Cane is a portable 
handle that slides into your door latch and locks in place, the non-slip grip handle 
provides secure grip and the leverage you need to lift yourself up.

Withstands up to 350 pounds of pressure yet it’s compact enough to be stored in 
door pocket or glove box. 
Load Capacity (supplier stated) 158.0 kg
Length Overall 180.0 mm



The Raizer is a state of the art lifting chair that is a fast and safe 
solution when a person has fallen and needs help with transfer to 
either a standing or sitting position.

Features:
• Mobile chair for transfer from floor to a sitting or

standing position
• Easily assembled and operated by only one

assistant
• Minimal physical effort for the assistant
• Both the fallen person and the assistant can feel

comfortable and safe in the process
• Light and easy to transport
• Assembly prior to operation: max 3 minutes
• Cleaning-friendly
• Optimal solution for personnel in home care as well

as for ambulance services
• Battery operated
• Can transfer individuals weighing up to 150 kg

New to Australia!

Raizer Lifting Chair
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Technical Specifications
Lifting capacity Max 150 kg
Lifting time 20-30 sec
Weight Seat 9 kg+ legs and back rest 4 kg

– total 13 kg
Charger (2 pcs) Soniel 12V 100-240V and 12V car 

adapter
Number of lifts on a full 
charge

40 with a max load
Approx 100 with an average load

Charging time Max 6 hours

Raizer Lifting Chair
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